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DATING TIPS

Dating is hard. But, hey look at you, that special someone said yes to a date now it’s terrifying, we all 
know this but that’s why I am here to help. Sure the last date I had was a date that included jeopardy 
and dairy queen so clearly I know romance. But, I’m trying my best to help you so you don’t blow it 
so, here are some first date tips to help drive away those jitters you are feeling.

1. Find, the right maturity for the date, such as like going for coffee may be standard. However, 
we are young spry people going for coffee really makes you sound like a 50 year old. On the other 
hand going to an arcade or the lego store seems tempting but, then your date will feel as if they are 
babysitting. 

2. Movie dates are a no go, everyone goes on those be more original or you will be seen as a regu-
lar person and you aren’t. Side Note: Unless you are watching Pirates of the Caribbean or National 
Treasure then you are doing something wrong if you go watch a movie make sure it’s not too sad, 
childish, or serious. See my recommended films above as well as the film Interstellar. 

3. Don’t overdo it with gifts or anything like don’t go to Target and buy chocolates that is a little 
weird. Now ice cream is always key but don’t get anything too complicated for ice cream or end it 
with it all over your face.

4. No sports that will cause an competitiveness that is not needed to start any relationship. 
Dinner is a good option unless you are like me and eat weird. Judge your own eating style if it is on 
the weird side I would just stick to a walk in the park.

5. Make sure you have talking points. Its bound to get very awkward out there with all the pauses 
and that jazz so I would recommend that you keep a handy page of talking notes.

6. Stay off your phone on the date. No reason to look at your phone at all unless like a huge emer-
gency is a foot just be safe and keep your phone in your car or something. Stay focused on your 
date they are the most important part of your day/night.

7. Keep it low stakes. Very low stakes nothing too overwhelming on this date something simple 
such as a walk in the park or chipotle dinner. No going to like the fireman’s ball that’s too much.
Don’t really talk too much about yourself unless asked. I get it your a cool person but this date is  
about learning who this amazing person you asked out is.

8. Biggest one yet: make sure you have fun don’t over think it at all or get nervous it is not that 
huge of a deal…..okay it might be but don’t think like that right now. 

Anyway those dating tips have a fun and safe valentine’s day!! Love Josh 

- Josh Poe, Newbie Writer 
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STUDENTS FOR JIMMY CARTER 2020

MONEY SAVVY S SERIE  
  

CURTIS PROVOST ROOM, 7:15 PM

FEATURING
SUSAN AND MICHAEL BEACHAM

CREATORS OF
O.M.G. OFFICIAL MONEY GUIDE 

FOR COLLEGE STUDENTS
as seen on Oprah, Dr. Phil, and more!

IN ASSOCIATION 
WITH SIGMA 

LAMBDA GAMMA 

FEB 20TH!
OMG is a fun, fast, and interactive competitive game similar to Family Feud. 
Answer a series of multiple choice questions about personal finance such as 
budgeting, saving, credit, and more. Everone in the room will end up gaining 
a wide variety of useful personal finance knowledge!
Lunch included.

The Official Money Game for Students | Higley 105, 11:30am

Who would ever believe that you could have a blast while learning how to 
budget? Well, believe it! A work-life simulation that shows you how to make 
savvy financial decisions once you leave campus.
Food included!

Budget Blast | Slayter, Shepardson 400, 4:30PM

Do you think like a millionaire? You will by the end of this session! This fun 
and interactive game helps you learn the critical thinking skills and attributes 
that millionaires possess. We will divide the room into multiple teams and 
play this fun game ourselves to demonstrate how powerful millionaire 
thinking is and the impact that it can make on your financial future.
Dinner included!

The Millionaire Game | Curtis Provost Room, 7:15PM

Why Jimmy?
- No Kennedy’s running this time around

- Builds Homes, Not Walls 

- Pretty good at the whole “having morals” and “being ethical” 

- Can give away the Pananma Canal again 

- Served almost half a century ago but still only 20 young years 

older than Bernie or Biden 

- Dan Aykroyd can still play him on SNL  

- Old launch codes are probably still good, right? 

First meeting: 2/18/1980 in the Union after Convocation    


